Study on Lateral Vibration Offsets of freight cars Under the Condition of Shift of Center of freight Gravity on the Curve Track
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Abstract—the vehicle maximum lateral vibration offset is one of the premises for judging the feasibility of out-of-gauge freights transport. Dynamics simulation models of single-vehicle NX70H flat were established by SIMPACK with American fifth track spectrum being the excitation, in order to discuss the change rules of the roll angles, the yaw angles, the lateral offsets and the maximum lateral vibration offsets when the vehicle running on Chinese I grade railway lines at the speed of 20-120km/h under the condition of lateral shift of center of freight gravity. Simulation results show that the running speed, the line condition and shift of center of freight gravity all have a significant impact on the roll angles and the maximum lateral vibration offset, and the yaw angles, the lateral offsets always keep the steady values, and the maximum lateral vibration offsets maximize at the end of vehicle.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The vehicle maximum lateral vibration offset is one of the premises for judging the feasibility of out-of-gauge freights transport. The vehicle lateral vibration offset was affected by many factors, and its rules for computer simulation research is very necessary for the complex accurate measurement and large requirement of manpower, material resources [1]. Curve of track is one of the railway line three weak links, and the performance of locomotive vehicle curve has been concerned for long in the field of dynamics. In railway cargo loading, due to the limits of certain freights special shape, uneven distribution of weight and vehicle gauge and structure gauge, the projection of center of freight gravity has deviation off the vehicle central loading, which has a great impact on the lateral vibration of vehicle [2]. The maximum allowable lateral deviation of the center of freight gravity was limited 100mm in “The Rule of Railway Freights Loading and Reinforcement” [3], and it is very necessary to study the change rules of the vehicle lateral vibration by computer simulation.

Single-vehicle NX70H flat marked loading capacity of 70t with K5 bogies was chosen as the research object to the change rules of the center of freights cars gravity in the lateral offset of 100mm, under the condition of the transverse vibration of offset in different line conditions.

II. MODELING OF SINGLE-VEHICLE DYNAMICS

A. Model Explanation

The dynamics simulation model of single-vehicle NX70H flat consists of 20 rigid bodies: 1 car body, 1 cargo, 2 bolster, 4 side frame, 8 axles and 4 wheel sets [4]. The rigid body degrees of freedom are shown in Table 1 (50 degrees of freedom in total).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member name</th>
<th>Movement</th>
<th>type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>portrait</td>
<td>sway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carbody</td>
<td>Xc</td>
<td>Yc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bolster (i=1,2)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>side frame (i=1~4)</td>
<td>Xc,i,ks</td>
<td>Yc,i,ks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wheel sets (i=1~4)</td>
<td>Xi</td>
<td>Yi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The model assumption were made when building the vehicle systems as follows:

1. The entire vehicle system is symmetrical, and all components (e.g. wheel sets, side frames, bolster) are rigid body, no elastic deformation.
2. Without regard to the lateral wind force and the interaction of the vehicles, only consider the movements of the single-vehicle model [5].
Force elements are set according to the actual parameters of NX70H flat, and nonlinear factors in the model are considered as below:

The bolster spring, damping spring, and lateral stop of the bogies are defined as force elements [6]. Vertical spring with greater stiffness is set between upper and lower center plates, upper and lower side frames, and its elastic force can be used as positive pressure in friction unit [7]. Then the friction torques of center plate, friction of side frame can be calculated. NX70H type flat cars established in SIMPACK is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Diagram of Simulation of Vehicle

B. Loading Scheme

NX70H type flat cars marked load 70t, the truck loading weight was determined as 70t in the study. And the height of gravity center of the car is determined for 2400mm referring to the test of Beijing Jiaotong University [9]. The lateral deviation of the center of freight gravity was determined for 100mm according to "railway freight loading reinforcement rules" [3]. And in the curve, there are two kinds of cargo gravity center deviation: inside of curve track and outside of curve track, which are shown in Fig. 2.

(a) Inside of Curve Track (b) Outside of Curve Track

Figure 2. Two Conditions of Lateral Shift of Center of Freight Gravity

C. Running Condition

Referring to Line design specifications (1999) and the actual data of Jincheng line [10], radius of curve track are set as 600m and 1200m. Considering of no complete track spectrum in our country, the AAR5 track spectrum model is choose as track irregularity of Chinese I grade railway lines and it’s transformed to time-domain to fit for the simulation platform. The test scheme is shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radius of curve (m)</th>
<th>Transition curve length (m)</th>
<th>Super elevation of outer rail (mm)</th>
<th>Balancing speed (km/h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>65.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>97.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Choose of Calculation Points

The lateral vibration offset are different with the increase of height. According to GB146.2—83(Structure Gauge for Standard Gauge Railways) Appendix A, the heights of simulation calculation points are determined: 1250mm, 2400mm, 3850mm, 4300mm, 4800mm, and 5300mm [8].

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF THE SIMULATION

A. The Results of the Roll Angle

The simulation data of roll angles are shown in Fig. 3. as shown in Fig. 3, with the increase of the vehicle speed, when the gravity of freight is inside of the curve, the roll angle decreases, and when the gravity of freight is outside of the curve, the roll angle decreases and then increases, reaching a minimum value at less than the balancing speed. The roll angle has a big deal with super elevation and lateral deviation of the center of freight gravity. Running at a speed less than the balancing speed, the vehicle is over ultra-high state, and with the increase of the speed, the state weakens and the roll angle decreases; and running at a speed higher than the balancing speed, the vehicle is under ultra-high state, and with the increase of the speed, the state strengthens, and the roll angle increases. The gravity torque of roll will increase when the center of freight gravity has lateral deviation. When the gravity of freight is inside of the curve track, the gravity torque of vehicle rolling to the inner side of curve increase, and even the vehicle runs at a speed higher than the balancing speed, the roll angle to the inner side of curve caused by the lateral deviation of the center of freight gravity is always bigger than that caused by the ultra-high state. So the roll angle has been decreasing. When the gravity of freight is outside of the curve, the gravity torque of vehicle rolling to the outside of curve decreases, and even the vehicle runs at a speed less than the balancing speed, the roll angle to the outside of the curve caused by the lateral deviation of the center of freight gravity is always bigger than that caused by the ultra-high state. With the increase of speed, the vehicle is under ultra-high state and begin to tilt to the outside of the curve. So the roll angle decreases and then increases.
B. The Results of the Yaw Angle

The simulation data of yaw angles are shown in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4, even the vehicle speed has increased and the center of freight gravity has lateral deviation, the yaw angle always is not large. When the freight car is running on the tangent track, the gyroscopic moments generated by center plates and the constant contact resilient side bearings suppress the motion of the yaw vibration.

C. The Results of the Lateral Offset

The simulation data of yaw angle are shown in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 5, the lateral stiffness provided by primary and secondary suspension of K5 bogie restrain lateral offset.

D. The Results of the Maximum Lateral Vibration Offset

It is found that the maximum lateral vibration offset is the result of the combined action of the roll vibration, yaw vibration and lateral vibration. The simulation data of the maximum lateral vibration offset are shown in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6, as for R600m curve and R1200m curve, at each speed level, the maximum lateral vibration offsets of vehicle end are larger than that of vehicle center. Cause of the center of yaw vibration locates in the central of vehicle, so the vibration offsets produced by yaw vibration is null. But little gap of them prove that the yaw vibration accounts for the little proportion of the maximum lateral vibration offset. The maximum lateral vibration offset has the similar change with the roll angle, proving that the lateral offset generated by the roll vibration accounts for the largest proportion of the maximum lateral vibration offset.
The results are clearly shown as below: the running speed, the line condition and shift of center of freight gravity all have a significant impact on the roll angles and the maximum lateral vibration offset.

(1) When the gravity of freight is inside of curve, the roll angle decreases, and when the gravity of freight is outside of the curve, the roll angle decreases and then increases, reaching a minimum value at less than the balancing speed.

(2) The yaw angles and the lateral offsets always keep the steady values.

(3) The maximum lateral vibration offset has the similar change with the roll angle, proofing that the lateral offset generated by the roll vibration accounts for the largest proportion of the maximum lateral vibration offset.

(4) Running at the same speed, the maximum lateral vibration offsets of vehicle end are larger than that of vehicle center. And the maximum lateral vibration offset appears at the end of vehicle.
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